Gender and Sexuality

This is the home of the Gender and Sexuality space. Many courses at Geneseo consider these topics so hopefully the space will be of use to people in various disciplines. Contributions to the space began in the spring of 2010 in association with Anthropology 224 *Ethnography of Gender in Latin America*. In 2013, students in HONR 207: *Archaeology of Sex and Sexuality* added contributions, and in 2018, students in WGST 320: *Gender and Sexualities* added content. Feel free to add academic resources on gender and sexuality here. If you have ideas for this space please contact aimers@geneseo.edu

- Best Practices Related to Diversity and Debate
- Masculinities in the News Sign-up List
- Key Concepts
  - abjection
  - Agency
  - Alienation
  - androcentrism
  - Bisexual Erasure
  - caballerismo
  - citation (in relation to the work of Butler)
  - Compadrazgo
  - compensatory masculinity
  - Discourse
  - embodiment
  - Essentialism
  - exculpatory chauvinism
  - fag discourse
  - femicide or feminicide
  - Femininity and Masculinity
  - Gender and Sex
  - Gender Ideology
  - Gender Relations
  - Gender Roles
  - Globalization
  - Hegemonic masculinity
  - Hembrismo
  - hermeneutic perspectives on embodiment
  - Identity
  - Intersectionality
  - Invisibility Syndrome
  - Latin America
  - Machismo
  - Machista
  - Male Flight
  - mansplaining
  - Marianismo or Mariology
  - materialist vs idealist
  - Mexicanidad
  - Microaggressions
  - Motherism
  - Neoliberalism
  - nondiscursive
  - objectification
  - Pariguayo
  - Patriarchy
  - Performance and Performativity
  - phenomenological approaches to the body
  - positivism
  - practice theory
  - Queer and Queer Theory
  - Queer baiting
  - recursive relationships
  - reflexive
  - semiotic approaches to the body
  - sexual aethetics
  - Sexual Identity
  - Sexuality
  - signification
  - Social Constructionism
  - Someone please delete this blank page I cannot figure out how
  - structural or structuralist analysis
  - structuration
  - subjectivity
  - Transgender
  - Womanism
- Gender/ Sexuality in the News
  - Afro-Latina Summit
  - Time's Up: Golden Globes 2018 Tackles Sexual Assault With Mixed Results
  - Being Black and Transgender in America
- Tucker Carlson discusses gender neutral pronouns on Fox News, denies existence of Transgender community.
- Costa Rica’s “Blue Heart Campaign Against Human Trafficking” (Maggie Rapp)
- Exploring the Link: Men and Gun Violence
- Fidel's Commitment to Women's Emancipation Unparalleled
- Gender/Sexuality in the News: Aziz Ansari Accused of Sexual Misconduct
- Gender/sexuality in the news: Idaho transgender community- Trinity Hargrave
- Gender and the Zika Virus
- Gender-Budget in Canada
- Gender in the New: Transgender Couple in Ecuador Blaze a Trail as New Parents
- Gender in the news: Abortion Changes in Chile by Mieko Palazzo
- Gender in the News: Gender Diversiy In Argentina by Jenna Cacciatore
- Gender in the News: Mexico City's Plan To Fight Sexual Assault: Whistles On The Subway by Blain Shinkle
- Gender in the News: Nicaragua has Highest Rate of Women's Representation in Government
- Gender in the News: Rise of Violence against the Brazilian Gay Community by Ayesha Mukhyyer
- Gender in the News: Student Occupation in Brazilian Schools by Stephanie Gerspacher
- Gender in the News: The Double Standard Facing Latin America's Women Entrepreneurs by Liane Livote
- Gender in the News: Why has 'macho' Latin America elected more female leaders than the US?
- Gender in the News #MeToo and the Taboo Topic of Nature
- Gender in the News- FARC in Colombia by Jayme Elston
- First-Ever Sexual Violence Counseling Services Provided at PyeongChang Olympics
- Gender Stereotypes are harmful for everyone, even adults
- Harry Potter and the Prisoners of Queerbaiting
- Impeachment of Dilma Rousseff: Attack on corruption or women?
- Iranian Women Protest Compulsory Hijab Laws
- Juan Gabriel and Sexuality Speculation in Mexico
- Lucia Perez and Violence against women in Argentina
- Mexican Congress Votes Against Legalization of Gay Marriage
- Costa Rican Campaign Against Machismo Utilizes Soccer Players
- Mexico Citys Riot Against Same-Sex Marriage by Emily Corieri
- Pope Francis on Teaching Gender
- Queering the Fashion Industry
- Sex Trafficking and the Prevalence of Sexual Violence Against Women in Mexico
- Sex Workers in Argentina Fight for Rights
- Swedish Government-Funded Preschools' Effort to Dismantle Traditional Gender Roles
- The Politics of Forced Sterilization in Peru
- The Women of Atenco - 11 plaintiffs, and their words
- UK Mosques Must Make Space for Women - Not Turn Us Away
- Uruguay Named Most LGBT-friendly Country in Latin America
- Venezuela: Catholic Ideology and death related to illegal abortion
- Why Colombians Rejected the Peace Deal with FARC
- Will #MeToo be a turning point for younger girls, too?
- Women's Rights in Argentina
- McDonalds Flips Their Arches For Women's Day by Yu Ning Chan
- Gender, Race, and Pregnancy
- Rupaul Charles is our new Problematic Fav
- Massachusetts Schools Roll Out Comprehensive LGBT Curriculum
- Court ruling on LGBT rights in Latin America
- New Regulations In Brazil Are Trying To Address Gender Gap For Upcoming Elections
- Guatemala's Life and Family Protection Bill
- Argentina braces for abortion vote in Pope's homeland
- 'Not Him!': Tens Of Thousands Of Brazilians Protest Far-Right Presidential Frontrunner
- Mexico City’s First Elected Female Mayor
- Acceptance of Violence Against Women in Latin American Countries
- Food Insecurity Among Women in Latin America
- Jair Bolsonaro: Why Brazilian women are saying #NotHim by: Lindsay Hernady
- Uruguay Passes Comprehensive Law for Trans Persons
- Yuko Fujii, the judo coach overthrowing gender stereotypes
- Marianismo and cultural paradox in Venezuela
- Latin America's Tech Future Is Female
- Cuba's Same Sex Marriage: Progress or Ploy?
- "Latin America’s Rights Riddle”
- Gillette's take on "Toxic Masculinity”
- Joel Kim Booster: Too Masculine and Not Masculine Enough
- Liam Neeson tried to justify himself – and made his racism all about ‘primal urges’
- Still Cosby Trying to Regain Credibility
- Jonah Hill Wants to Fight the Toxic Masculinity He Used to Promote
- BBC Releases Short Film, "Abused By My Girlfriend,“ on a Male Victim of Domestic Violence
- Former President Barack Obama and NBA Star Stephen Curry Discuss Toxic Masculinity and 'Being a Man'
- Traditional Masculinity Can Hurt Boys, Say New APA guidelines
- Terry Crews Perpetuates Toxic Masculinity
- Too Masculine
- "Awards for Good Boys": New Feminist Strategies
- Men's Therapeutic Cuddle Group
- Americans--Specifically Young Men--are Having Less Sex
- India-Pakistan Conflicts and the Masculine Language of International Relations
- College promotes men's cuddling group to redefine masculinity
- Study: Men often use homophobic tweets to protect masculinity
- Is Queer Eye Missing the Mark?

* Annotated Bibliography
Latin American Sources

- Balderston and Guy (1997) Sex and Sexuality in Latin America
  - Buffington (1997) Los Jotos Contested Visions of Homosexuality in Modern Mexico
  - Carrillo (2002) Chapter 1: An Initial Glimpse of Mexican Sexualities - The Historical Context
- Caulfield (2001) The History of Gender in the Historiography of Latin America
- Chant (2000) Men in Crisis
- Chant and Craske (2003) Gender in Latin America
  - Chant (2003) Gender and Employment
  - Chant (2003) Gender and Health
  - Chant (2003) Gender and Migration
  - Chant (2003) Gender and Population
- Dore and Molyneux (2000) Hidden Histories of Gender and the State in Latin America
- Foster (2002) The Homoerotic Diaspora in Latin America
- Fregoso and Bejarano (2010) Terrorizing Women
  - Fontenla (2010) Femicides in Argentina 2010
  - Fregoso (2010) The Victims of the Ciudad Juarez Feminicide
  - Iturralde (2010) Searching for Accountability on the Border
  - Brandes 2003 Drink Abstinence and Male Identity in Mexico City.
  - Carrillo 2003 Neither Machos nor Maricones - Masculinity and Emerging Male Homosexual Identities in Mexico
  - Escobar-Latapi (2003) Men and Their Histories Restructuring Gender Inequality and Life Transitions in Urban Mexico
  - Guy (2003) Rape and the Politics of Masculine Silence in Argentina
  - Olavarria (2003) Men and Childrearing in Chile
  - Parker (2003) Changing Sexualities Masculinity and Male Homosexuality in Brazil
  - Viveros (2003) Contemporary Latin American Perspectives on Masculinity
- Gutmann (1997) Trafficking in Men
- Hames Garcia and Martinez (2011) Gay Latino Studies: A Critical Reader,
  - Hames-Garcia (2011) Queer Theory Revisited
  - Higgins & Coen (2000) Chapter 1
  - Kellogg (2005) Chapter 5: Contemporary Politics & Creativity
- Kulick (1997) The Gender of Brazilian Transgendered Prostitutes
  - McCallum (1999) Gender, Sexuality, and Modernity in Brazil
- Melhuus and Stolen, eds. (1996) Machos, Mistresses, Madonnas Contesting the Power of Latin American Gender Imagery
  - Melhuus and Stolen (1996) Introduction
  - Prieur (1996) Domination and Desire
  - Rostas (1996) Concheros
- Mirande (1997) Hombres y Machos - Masculinity and Latino Culture
  - Mirande (1997) Chapter 1: Latino Men and Masculinity - An Overview
• WGST 320 Gender/Sexuality in Popular Culture
• Sign-up list for Gender/Sexuality in Popular Culture

• ANTH 318 Sign-up Lists
• ANTH 318 Short Presentation Sign-Up List

• HONR 203 Men and Masculinities Resources
  • HONR 203 2019 Research Thesis Statements
  • Integrated Group Spaces on Resource Readings
    • Group 1: Men, masculinities, and sexualities across time and space
    • Group 2: Sex, Sexuality, and Homophobia
    • Group 3: Masculinity in the Workplace
    • Group 4: Masculinity and Fatherhood
    • Group 5: Violence and Hegemonic Masculinity
    • Group 6: Masculinity in Media
    • Group 7: Add title

• Research Presentation Abstracts
  • Adams, Steph: Understanding the 2016 Election Through Gender
  • Badalamenti, Michael: Hegemonic Masculinity and Male Mental Health
  • Bordonoe, Alayna: Female Masculinity
  • Brady, Enid: 19th Century Narratives of Transmen, Analysis and Critique
  • Brune, Emma: The Presentation of Hegemonic Masculinity in RuPaul's Drag Race
  • Brush, Daniel: Evaluation of Internalized Homophobia in Gay Men
  • Callahan, Nicole: Dresses, Crying, and a Non-Violent Resolution: Boys in recent animated children’s television
  • Christman, Leah: Masculinity and The Concept of Contraception: It's History and Our Future
  • Gulli, Cristina: The Construction of Hegemonic Masculinity Through Superheroes
  • Lepore, John: Traditional Machismo’s Negative Effects on Latin American Men and the Potential of Caballerismo to Counteract Them
  • Mangino, Lara: The Antihero and His Promotion of Harmful Masculinity
  • McLauchlin, Rachel: Queer Masculinity and Female Fantasy: Fanfiction Portrayals of Queer Men
  • Meerdink, Katie: Female Masculinity - Butch and Tomboy Identities
  • Peter, Katherine: From Dapper to Dopey: How Class Shapes TV Dads
  • Riggio, Brianna: The Historical Conception of Man as Hunter
  • Rivera, Victoria: Depolarizing Gender
  • Skeval, Julia: How Fraternities Buy Into and Promote Hegemonic Masculinity

• Research Presentations: Possible Topics/ Sources
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